|BY ANNELISE KELLY | A server in
crisp black-and-whites rolls a
cart to a six-top. Reaching for a
black, pebbly-skinned avocado,
she deftly halves it with a single
stroke and displays the ﬂawless
green interior. After dicing it in
the skin and scooping it into a
molcajete, she blends in the remaining ingredients according to
the customers’ preference. Voila!
A fresh, custom-seasoned dish,
and guests who feel indulged.
From ﬁne dining concepts like Chicago-based Revolución Mexican Steak-
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LEADERS OF THE PACK
Rosa Mexicano is a pioneer in tableside
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Quintana compares the process to
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| TABLE SIDE GUACAMOLE |

“It’s got theater, it’s got show, it’s got excitement, it has that fresh factor that shows
the guacamole is really being made from scratch. And it’s a huge proﬁt center.”
-- MARK GARCIA, director of food service marketing, Avocados from Mexico

shows the guacamole is really being made
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A tableside guacamole program is an
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“It’s such a hit. Everybody at the table
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See a video of Rosa Mexicano’s tableside
guacamole process, featuring Joe Quintana,
at http://elrestaurante.com/rosa-guac/
Annelise Kelly, el Restaurante’s new contributing writer, is a freelance writer based in Portland, Oregon. Writing about food is one of her
specialties. Watch for more from Kelly in future
issues of el Restaurante.

to the table.”
Revolución patrons certainly love
their guacamole custom-made. “Part of
the training is to wait, like when presenting a bottle of wine,” says Estrada. “The
customer tastes it. If they want to add
something or make it different, we ﬁx it
right then. The cart is not removed until
the customer approves the ﬂavor.”

A SIGNATURE TOUCH
Creating guacamole tableside invites
rich opportunities for signature touches
and seasonal specialties.
Revolución uses a house-made avocado oil, infused with chiles and spices,
while Garcia proposes adding crawﬁsh
in New Orleans or crab in Maryland
when in season.
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